Treating divergent series properly has been an ongoing issue in mathematics. However, many of the problems in divergent series stem from the fact that divergent series were discovered prior to having a number system which could handle them. The infinities that resulted from divergent series led to contradictions within the real number system, but these contradictions are largely alleviated with the hyperreal number system. Hyperreal numbers provide a framework for dealing with divergent series in a more comprehensive and tractable way.
The Problem of Infinite Series
Historically, infinities have led to many problems in mathematics. Infinities, when not handled carefully, easily lead to contradictions and indeterminacies. Therefore, caution has always been urged when dealing with infinite series. This is especially true with divergent infinite series. Convergent infinite series generally behave unproblematically similar to the value that they converge to. Given a series that converges to 2 and another series that converges to 3 then the sum of the values of the series will be 5 and their product will be 6. Therefore, the nature of these series can be summarized into a single number.
With divergent series, this is not so straightforward. A lack of agreement of the rules for handling infinities had led to numerous problems with handling divergent series. If a series diverges to infinity, is it greater than or equal to some other series that diverges to infinity? Can the terms of the series be rearranged? Can their spacing be modified? Is 1 + 1 + 1 + . . . equivalent to 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + . . .?
Lack of answers to questions like this have stifled work in divergent series, and have caused many mathematicians to think of divergent series as invalid entities to work with rigorously.
Working with Infinities
Many paradoxes exist with infinities. For instance, are there the same number of positive even integers as positive integers? There are an infinity of them, but does that make them the same? It seems pretty obvious that, on a number line, positive integers occur twice as often. However, there are an infinite amount of both.
Cantor's solution to this problem is to separate out the final quantity of a set (the cardinality) from the arrangment of a set (its ordinality). The cardinal numbers do not behave in any way similar to ordinary numbers. The ordinals, on the other hand, behave in many ways similar to ordinary numbers. However, Cantor's own system for ordinal arithmetic is difficult to use, and doesn't translate well between transfinite and ordinary arithmetic.
The hyperreal number line has many similarities to Cantor's ordinals, operating essentially at the level of "ordinal" in Cantor's system. However, the hyperreal number line offers a way to do arithmetic with infinities in a way that very closely matches real arithmetic through the use of the transfer principle [1] . The hyperreal number line operates with an infinite unit, ω, that represents an order of infinity.
1 This isn't a specific number in the typical sense, but rather more of a benchmark of infinity.
Therefore, since hyperreal numbers offer a way to do arithmetic for infinities, the present paper will establish a system to use them to assign values to infinite series.
Hyperreals and Partial Sums
The vast majority of issues with divergent series comes with the transition from partial sums to infinity. As long as a series remains a partial sum, arithmetic with the series is unproblematic. Therefore, it would be beneficial to develop a system which matched the partial sum behavior of finite sums, but allowed the result to be generalized to infinity.
Partial sums, though, are order-dependent. That is, imagine summing the first n terms of an infinite series. The result will not be the same with different orderings of terms. If the extent of the partial summation is unknown, then it is also unknown the extent to which numbers can be reordered.
Additionally, tacking on zeroes to the beginning of the series will (often) change the partial sum. Therefore, although adding zeroes to the beginning of a series has the appearance of being a null operation, because doing so modifies the value of finite partial sums partial sums, it can also lead to long-term changes in behavior.
Therefore, just as ordinal infinities differ in size because of order-dependent properties, so too will infinite series exist as heavily order-dependent entities.
To understand many of the rules that will be developed for infinite series, imagine that the rules are being built for merely doing partial sums to an unknown parameter k, where k at least acts like a particular finite value, but is larger than any particular list index referenced by any finite manipulation of the series.
The exception to this is that known tendency behavior towards infinity will be considered. In other words, it is actually the convergent sums which use specific properties of infinity. The divergent sums are, surprisingly, better behaved in the sense that the formulas for their partials sums are equivalent to the formulas for the infinite summation. This idea will be applied repeteadly as the formulation of the method presented here develops.
Pinning Down ω
Since ω operates as a benchmark instead of a number, the first task is to identify the benchmark to associate ω with. This is actually to some extent an arbitrary decision. Any infinitely large value could be used to establish a baseline ω.
However, the value that seems most natural for ω (especially for summation) is the set of positive integers. Therefore, ω will be used to refer to the quantity of positive integers.
Because of this, the notation used will be more specific when writing summations. Instead of summing to the ambiguous infinity, ∞, a summation to the specific infinity of all positive integers, ω, will be used. Therefore, the series 1 + 2 + 3 + . . . will be written as
This will establish the starting benchmark for relationships among the different series.
The Standard Summation
Because infinity is so order-dependent, it is important to establish an official standardization of summation. That is, ω 1 will be different from ω 0 . Even though it looks like series with these types of sums will have an identical number of terms (after all they both have infinite terms), using this methodology the latter one will actually have more elements than the former. This is due to the principle established in Section 3. If, instead of ω being infinite, pretend that ω was just an ordinary finite integer parameter.
Examine the series
If ω represented an actual number (say, 5) instead of ∞, it would be obvious that this sum represents a different value from the series
Equation 2 would represent the value 5 while Equation 3 would represent the value 6. Therefore, it is clear that having matching indices matter.
In fact, our ability to sum divergent series will depend strongly on having summations with equivalent numbers of terms. Therefore, a "standard" starting point for summation will need to be established in order to ensure that like entities are being compared and reasoned about. In computations it technically winds up not mattering whether the starting point is 1 or 0, though the formulas would have to be reworked based on the starting index. However, since ω has been defined as being the size of the set of all integers, it makes sense to start at 1. For the purposes of this paper, the "standard" way of summing will be to start with 1 and proceed to ω.
Simple Arithmetic Series
Arithmetic series take the form
The sum of an arithmetic series, given a starting value a, the number of elements n, and distance between elements d, can be given by the formula
To find the sum of an infinite arithmetic series, ω is used for n, forming a hyperreal value. That reduces the formula to
Therefore, to find the summation of the series 1+1+1+
. . ., one must only substitute in the correct parameters.
Since the starting value is 1 and the distance between terms is 0, this yields
This is intuitively obvious since there are ω 1s added together that the sum of them would add up to ω, as would be true for any finite value as well.
The arithmetic series 1 + 2 + 3 + . . . can be calculated using hyperreals as well.
The next arithmetic series to examine is 1 + 3 + 5 + . . ., which can be similarly calculated.
Thus, the value of 1+3+5+. . . is equal to (1+1+1 . . .) 2 , since the hyperreal values of each of these match.
Interestingly, as noted in Section 3, there is nothing intrinsically infinite about the behavior of ω in these series. For instance, if ω was replaced with 5, the results would hold. That is, (1+1+1+1+1)
Even though the sums are divergent, summing them has a very well-defined behavior within the combined hyper-real/partial sum methodology presented here.
Geometric Series
Geometric series take the form
where n is the number of terms, a is the starting term, and r is the common ratio.
A value for a geometric series can be given by the formula
Because an infinite series will have ω terms, n can be replaced with ω.
Let us begin by looking at the series 1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + . . .. The value of this series can be given by the formula
Divergent geometric series will generally have the same form.
Convergent series are also interesting. The series 1 + 
Though this is the hyperreal value, the real value of the sequence is obtained by taking the standard part.
Interestingly, the structure of the hyperreal value holds up to partial sums, while the real value of the sequence is only valid when ω represents an actual infinity. So, the first five members of the sequence are 1 + While the formulas for these series are trivially true, using hyperreal numbers for the infinite versions of these series has not been well-studied.
Series Manipulation Rules for Finite Subsets
Many attempts to manipulate divergent series have resulted in contradictions, to the extent that many suggest that it is best to not attempt to do so. The reason for these contradictions, however, lay in the treatment of the infinite nature of the number of values.
In the real system, ∞ is considered a boundless number. That is, there is not ∞ + 1 that is distinct from ∞. Likewise, ∞ − 1 is also infinity. Essentially, within the real numbers, ∞ is used largely like a cardinal, not an ordinal, infinity.
If, instead, the hyperreal numbers are used, then ω and ω + 1 are distinct quantities, despite the fact that they are both infinite. The rules for manipulating series come from these ideas.
Finite Term Addition
To begin with, it is possible to easily add a scalar value to a series, provided that it is added to one of the particular values of the series. In other words, supposed the value A is added to the series 1 + 2 + 3 + . . .. This can be written as
or as A + (1 + 2 + 3 + . . .).
To integrate A into the series, A can be added to any distinct position. The series could read as
All of these yield the same value for the final series, as long as partial sums are taken starting after the index where A is added.
Additionally, A can be spread across multiple finite terms. For instance, half of A could be each added to the first two terms, yielding
In fact, there is no reason why the same amount would have to be distributed to each position.
Finite Term Insertion and Removal
Because this method of summation is based on partial sums, it should be apparent that inserting and removing terms will in fact alter the summation. For instance, let's begin with the arithmetic sum 1+1+1+. . .. It may seem intuitive that one should be able to freely add or remove a 1 from this sum without affecting the sum. However, this is not the case.
Likewise,
Because performing these operations will change the value for any partial sum of k terms for a finite k, they will also change the value for a hyperreal k such as ω.
Additionally, a more surpising fact is that removing a term from a sequence also changes its value if it does not also change the number of terms being summed. Consider the series
This series is not equal to the series
In other words,
The reason for this is readily apparent when considering how these work in terms of partial sums. If the parameter k was used instead of ω, then it is apparent that the value of (31) actually has an extra term compared to (30). That is, it is obvious that
This can also be seen in the results of applying the arithmetic series formula to the two series. For (1 + 2 + 3 + . . .) the formula yields Now, terms can be removed if they are replaced by zeroes in the sequence, or if the sequence starting index is moved appropriately. In other words,
This can be easily proved using the principle derived in Section 8.1. For instance, to move the 1 outside of the series, 1 + −1 can be added to the series.
Finite Term Rearrangement
As can be deduced from Sections 8.1 and 8.2, any number of finite terms in a series can be rearranged in position. That is, for any given series member with a value of A, A − A can be added to the series, applying the −A such that it cancels out the value of the series member. After doing this to several series members, the inverse operations can then be applied to move these values to any finite position in the series.
Doing this will preserve the partial summing behavior of the series for all partial sums after the members which have been manipulated.
More Advanced Series
While basic formulas for divergent series of arithmetic and geometric series can be established using the standard formulas, more advanced series require the use of discrete integral calculus to establish the formulas for series. Doing so leads to very interesting results.
Cesàro Sums and Oscillating Series
Oscillating series have an interesting history of treatment within mathematics. The standard series to consider is Grandi's series: 1 − 1 + 1 − 1 + . . .. Or, written more formally,
Partials sums for this series can be found by performing a discrete integral.
What is particularly interesting about this formula is that the Cesàro sum of the infinite series is present in the formula. Now, consider the oscillating series −1 + 1 − 1 + . . .. This series has the formula
A discrete integral of the partial sums yields the formula
Note that in this as well, − 1 2 is the Cesáro summation of the infinite series.
This leads to the conjecture that, in evaluating infinite series using integral formulas,
no matter what particular hyperreal form the ∞ takes. For instance, in the case of Grandi's series, using the ω notation, the infinite series would include (−1) ω+1 . The other series includes (−1) ω . According to the present conjecture, both of these simplify to 0, at least for the purpose of creating formulas for infinite series based on partial sums.
Other Oscillatory Behavior
Because (a) discrete integration can be used to find formulas for series involving partial sums, and (b) the behavior of (−1) ∞ (for any infinity) is conjectured to be zero, the behavior of a wide variety of oscillatory behaviors can be deduced.
Raising −1 to the ith power can produce all sorts of oscillatory behavior. As has been seen with Grandi's series, this can produce a series of values that go backand-forth across a mean value (the mean value can be changed by adding, and the back-and-forth can be changed by multiplying).
However, (−1) i can also be expanded to blank out members of a series. For instance, to blank out every other member of a series, the formula
can be used. This simplifies to 1 where i is even and 0 when i is odd. Therefore, by multiplying the formula by an existing formula, pieces of the formula can be blanked out.
For instance, take the series 1 + 2 + 3 + . . .. This series can be converted to the series 0 + 2 + 0 + 4 + 0 + 6 + . . . by applying (41). This gives the series
The discrete integral yields
When n = ω the formula runs into a problem with simplifying this through the conjecture (40) because it yields an indeterminate form. The term 2n(−1) n becomes an indeterminate form of the type ω · 0. This can be resolved, however, through L'Hospital's Rule, to be −2 (−1) −n−1 n , which is equivalent to zero.
Therefore, this simplifies to
This means that the value of this sum in the hyperreals is 2ω 2 + 2ω − 1.
Euler's sum for the series 1 − 2 + 3 − 4 + . . . can be confirmed using this method as well. This series can be given the value
Using (40) this simplifies to Interestingly, this is one of the few functions that is not changed by prepending a zero to the function.
Likewise, (40) allows this to reduce to 
Whole Series Manipulation Rules
In addition to manipulation of finite partial sums of a series, certain operations can (and can't) be performed to the series as a whole. In this section, some of these operations will be considered.
Scalar Multiplication
Because of the distributivity of multiplication, scalar multiplication of a series by a scalar value will distribute the scalar multiple to the whole series.
Or, written as a formula,
Whole Series Addition
Adding two series together is equivalent to a term-byterm addition of the series. Since the method presented here is based on partial sums, term-by-term addition only works when the lower and upper bounds of the terms are identical.
Therefore,
However,
because the limits of summation differ. Again, to see why this is the case, imagine that replacing ω with a fixed scalar such as 5. In (50), the left-hand addend would have a different number of terms than the righthand addend.
Series Spacing
As noted in Section 8.2, adding or removing elements of a series, even if they are zero, has an affect on the sum of the resulting series. This effect can be calculated using the considerations discussed in Section 9.
For instance, the series 1 + 1 + 1 + . . . can be spaced out by adding in zeroes, to make 1 + 0 + 1 + 0 + . . .. A variation of the oscillatory pattern in (41) can be used to give the series the formula
The discrete integral of this yields the formula
Using conjecture (40) this reduces to the hyperreal value
This is a slightly different value than for the series 0 + 1 + 0 + 1 + . . .. This series can be represented as
Using conjecture (40), the hyperreal value for this is
If (52) and (53) were added, it should be equivalent whether they are added term-by-term (Section 10.2) or by summing their relevant values.
Summing term-by-term it is apparent that 
The value of this series was deduced to be ω in (2) . Likewise, if the values for each series are added the result is 1 2 ω + 1 4
Conclusion
Here a method of summation was presented that uses the structure of the hyperreal numbers to represent values for divergent series. This methodology was shown to be stable across a variety of different scenarios. One unproven, but seemingly correct, conjecture was relied upon for this formulation. Future work will focus on proving (40).
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